Kaltura Streaming
Platform
The all-in-one streaming platform, for all

Bring your new streaming service to market in a few weeks. Kaltura’s ready-to-play platform
has everything you need. No hidden integrations. No extra services. No fuss. All-in-one.

Full stream ahead
Everything you need to launch, operate and
manage your direct-to-consumer streaming service.
A robust CMS, media preparation, distribution, any
monetization option, loads of features, a gorgeous
UI, all in-the-box... Oh, and it all comes with a low
entry cost!

All the screens you love
Let viewers enjoy your can’t-miss shows whenever,
wherever, and however they want. Our branded
web, mobile, and Smart TV apps provide the best
experience way before they even press play.

Your content’s worth it
Monetize all your content through SVOD, AVOD,
TVOD, or a mix of all of the above. Set flexible

pricing plans that fit your viewers’ needs in every
market and currency. In short, do you, whatever
suits you and your viewers.

Double features
Keep the fun going and viewers glued to the screen
with personal recommendations, watchlists,
‘continue watching’, content collections, parental
control, and reminders.

Land and expand
Kaltura Streaming Platform is just the
beginning. Expand your streaming service
without limits with add-ons, APIs, adapters,
and 50 partner integrations to create (literally)
any platform you want.
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Why Kaltura Streaming
Platform? Go to market faster.
Grow at your own pace.
A unified CMS
An intuitive and easy-to-use content management
system to curate, publish, distribute, promote,
monetize, and analyze your videos, as well as
manage metadata, collections, users, and devices. It
really does it all.

Monetization tools
Whether you go for subscription-based plans, ads, or
both, we’ve got you covered. Plus, there’s also addons for TVOD, boxsets, billing, and ad management
to add to the mix and boost monetization.

End-to-end media preparation
Bulk ingests and uploads, fast transcoding and
metadata processing, and multi-DRM for crossdevice VOD protection. Everything directly from the
cloud. Do you want more? We’ve also got powerful
add-ons for EPG and live.

Personalized recommendations
Spice up your viewers’ experience with advanced
content discovery and recommendations based
on their search history, previously watched
shows, location, profile settings, interests,
behavior, and more. Finding something to watch
has never been easier!

Analytics & reporting
Get actionable insights on playback, user
engagement, household management and user
profiles, devices, entitlements, transactions, and
more. Oh, and there’s advanced QoE/QoS and
business insights if you need them too!

Client applications
The icing on the cake? Flawless web apps, mobile
(Android and iOS), and for Smart TV apps (Samsung,
LG, and Google TV) with easy UI customization to
keep it on-brand.

Expandable solution
Hit the ground running with a full-on solution and
grow from there. Kaltura TV Platform features 400 API
actions and 13 adapter types for seamless integration
with 3rd parties and full compatibility with back-end
releases. Add 50 partner integrations, and there you
go, your dream video platform!

Choose a better way to stream
Request a Demo

Contact sales

Every day, millions of people use Kaltura’s products to teach, learn, and work together. Kaltura’s Media and Telecom
adds entertainment into the mix. Over the years, we’ve helped tens of media and telco companies deliver next-gen TV
experiences. Among them, you’ll find 15+ global brands, including Vodafone, Astro, wavve Americas, Mediacorp, YLE,
SRG SSR, and Watch Brazil.
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